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It's chock-full of little known facts and fascinating anecdotes that give fresh perspective to the past. --New Mexico Magazine
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dried up tens of thousands of years ago. It's a full-tilt blast down the back roads of the Southwest in search of the weird and wondrous mysteries of the past!

the Devil's Highway, and tackles the century-old mystery of the Superstition Mountains and the Lost Dutchman mine. In Nevada and California Childress checks out the rumors

for pursuing the question of Zuni origins. By taking stock and synthesizing what is currently known about the origins of the Zuni language and the development of modern
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Matthews, ten Kate's work remains influential in the field after more than 120 years. Although he is not as well known as contemporaries like Bandelier, Bourke, and
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approaching the Zunis, he still maintained his allegiance to the Zuni cause and was passionate about the need for Zuni participation in the events of the day. He spent
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of the development of the Zuni language well before the work of contemporary linguists. In both cases, the process involved the synthesis of existing linguistic analyses to propose new
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